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INTRODUCTION

MAKING PERFORMANCE 
PREMIUM AGAIN

While coordinate measuring machines (CMMs) are structurally durable and not subject to significant wear, rapid 

advances in technology mean their components can become outdated or even obsolete. 

To prevent machine downtime and bring the machine up to the OEM’s specified performance, Hexagon 

Manufacturing Intelligence offers a complete solution for when CMM controllers are nearing 

end‑of‑life or are no longer upgradable.

The RC Line of retrofit controllers not only counteract obsolescence but can also 

upgrade systems, enabling users to add new functionalities and increase 

productivity by adopting the latest sensors and software. 
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

EXTEND THE LIFE OF ANY CMM
RC241 For small and entry‑level bridge CMMs.

RC1  For medium and high‑end bridge, gantry and 

horizontal‑arm CMMs.

RC4K  For large gantry and horizontal‑arm CMMs. 

Ideal for CMMs installed in harsh shop‑floor 

environments, adjacent to or directly integrated 

into the assembly.

Able to revitalise any Hexagon and non‑Hexagon‑branded 

bridge, horizontal‑arm, and gantry CMMs, RC Line 

controllers bring the machine up to premium performance, 

enabling increased functionality and productivity. Using 

scalable and modular technology, I++ DME‑compliant 

controllers are tailored to optimise each CMM model. 

A short installation time means reduced machine 

downtime, with revolutionary R‑Tune technology 

offering perfect motion control tuning on any CMM. 

The controllers enable further efficiencies with 

state‑of‑the‑art motion control features, which is 

based on technology and concepts used in ultra‑high 

precision systems. 

Able to support all Hexagon sensors and tool changers, 

the RC Line increases measuring flexibility by enabling 

multisensor compatibility with touch trigger, scanning, 

and optical measurement capabilities. The controllers 

also support temperature compensation functionality, 

optional I/O communications with production cell 

integration, and Hexagon’s ergonomic Next Jogbox (NJB) 

control interface.
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RC LINE CONTROLLERS

MAKE OBSOLESCENCE 
OBSOLETE
Running an unsupported obsolete controller is high‑risk 

and can significantly reduce manufacturing productivity. 

A critical functional error occurring in the controller can 

lead to costly downtime. Hexagon can often produce 

a solution for many legacy controllers manufactured 

by companies that are no longer in the market. 

A cost‑effective, efficient solution to controller 

obsolescence, the RC Line of retrofit controllers enables 

users to extend the life of their CMM. Improving overall 

throughput and user experience, the controllers 

completely renovate measuring equipment with greater 

data processing capacity, extended features and 

cutting‑edge capabilities, updating machines to the latest 

motion control technology and reliability standards.
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ADD VALUE. 
BE FUTURE‑READY.
 

The RC Line is compatible with all the latest Hexagon 

software and sensors, transforming the CMM into a 

future‑ready machine prepared for next‑generation 

technology, while potentially improving productivity, 

streamlining workflows, and speeding up quality control.

 

By adopting or upgrading to the latest versions of 

software, such as PC‑DMIS or QUINDOS, manufacturers 

will accelerate their measurement routine creation and 

execution while extending their application flexibility with 

more advanced measuring capabilities. Other software 

upgrades can enable virtual simulation of the complete 

inspection process, helping organisations enhance 

operator skills without consuming valuable machine 

measuring time for training. 
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SOFTWARE AND SENSORS UPGRADE

By enhancing the machine’s technological capabilities and functionality, an upgrade can:

• Optimise measuring speed, CMM performance, and throughput

• Increase automation of measuring tasks

• Improve ease‑of‑use and reliability

• Enable greater insight by generating more valuable measurement data
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EXPERT LOCAL SUPPORT 
AROUND THE WORLD
With a global network of solution centres and consultation engineers, Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence’s 

metrology experts are on hand to help manufacturers around the world achieve their quality goals. Local facilities 

are equipped to provide product demonstrations, live part programming and extensive training. From installation 

and start‑up to ongoing support throughout the life of the CMM, Hexagon is there every step of the way.

MAINTENANCE PLANS
Preventative maintenance and scheduled services keep 

hardware in optimal condition. Different maintenance 

plans are available. They can cover service parts, labour 

and transportation when repairs are needed. The service 

can also include a dedicated customer representative, 

access to Hexagon’s technical support, and remote 

assistance where applicable.

CALIBRATION SERVICES
Maximise return on investment by keeping the system 

precise throughout its life. Hexagon support engineers 

have the experience, the specialist tools, and the 

accreditation to current global standards to properly 

calibrate and recertify CMM systems.

TRAINING
Good knowledge of CMM operation and maintenance 

can have a major impact on productivity. Ranging from 

introductory level to advanced, Hexagon’s training courses 

give users the skills to optimise their CMM use and 

maximise uptime. Hexagon offers a wide range of training 

for beginners and experienced operators, either in a 

dedicated training centre or at a customer facility.

APPLICATIONS SUPPORT
Hexagon’s expert metrology application 

engineers can write part inspection programs 

for customers during installation and beyond. 

This service is ideal for first‑time CMM 

users, new program launch support or for 

experienced operators who are dealing with 

new or complex geometries.

SITE ANALYSIS
Workshop and laboratory conditions are 

not always ideal for capturing accurate 

measurement data. If this is the case, 

Hexagon engineers are available for 

site consultations, determining what 

actions can be taken to improve 

results and helping to select the 

most appropriate solution for 

the environment.
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Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence helps industrial 
manufacturers develop the disruptive technologies of today 
and the life‑changing products of tomorrow. As a leading 
metrology and manufacturing solution specialist, our 
expertise in sensing, thinking and acting – the collection, 
analysis and active use of measurement data – gives our 
customers the confidence to increase production speed and 
accelerate productivity while enhancing product quality.

Through a network of local service centres, production 
facilities and commercial operations across five continents, 
we are shaping smart change in manufacturing to build a 
world where quality drives productivity. For more information, 
visit HexagonMI.com.

Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence is part of Hexagon 
(Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B; hexagon.com), a leading 
global provider of information technologies that drive 
quality and productivity across geospatial and industrial 
enterprise applications.

COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINES

3D LASER SCANNING

SENSORS

PORTABLE MEASURING ARMS

SERVICES

LASER TRACKERS & STATIONS

MULTISENSOR & OPTICAL SYSTEMS

WHITE LIGHT SCANNERS

METROLOGY SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

CAD / CAM

STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL

AUTOMATED APPLICATIONS

MICROMETERS, CALIPERS AND GAUGES

DESIGN AND COSTING SOFTWARE
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